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Interpreting: For whom, and why? The perils of
metapsychology
Lewis Kirshner

Corresponding Faculty, Harvard Medical School; Boston Psychoanalytic Society and Institute

I applaud the Journal’s decision to publish this translation of the classic paper by Michel de
M’Uzan, Interpréter, Pour Qui, Pourquoi? (Interpreting: For Whom, andWhy?) and appreciate
the opportunity to comment on his work. As a reader of French psychoanalysis for many
years, I have gained a sense of its consistencies and crosscurrents, which have engendered
a rich and insufficiently exploited fund of ideas. Although not one of its best-known
figures, de M’Uzan as teacher, administrator, and journal editor was at the heart of the
lively exchanges that engaged members of the three major Parisian societies over a 50-
year period. For most of this time, he held his own seminar, a feature of the French
scene that has contributed to a deepening of psychoanalytic thought over time. My
direct exposure to him consists in having attended a weekend colloquium in his
honour and read a number of pieces pertaining to his role in the creation of the somaticien
(psychosomatic) school of Paris, as well as his studies of the limits of psychic possibility and
the play of forces at the base of mental life. Some memorable publications include Slaves
of Quantity (2003), a provocative study of the life and death of a masochistic pervert; Le
meme et l’identique (The Same and the Identical, 2007), which deals with the problem of
repetition; and La bouche de l’inconscient (1978), in which he presented his concept of
the “psychological chimera,” the immixture of psychic processes between analyst and
analysand.

De M’Uzan’s fascination with extreme mental states, the origins of psychic life, and the
economic conditions of its emergence pervades his writings. The liminal level of lack of
boundaries and undifferentiation between self and non-self, the unsettled balance
between impersonal discharges of pure quantity and meaningful subjective quality that,
in his words, “fascinates and perturbs” became de M’Uzan’s intended object. In Interpréter
(1983), we witness his turn towards a revised metapsychology of instincts and a redefini-
tion of the goals of analysis as a permanent unsettling of boundaries and sense of identity.
I take this scientifically unacceptable yet compelling theoretical position as both a meta-
phor for how human beings operate and an attempt to find words to grasp the origins of
subjective life.

In pursuing my discussion, I first situate de M’Uzan in the intellectual context of French
psychoanalysis, particularly his way of addressing what I take as its central question: the
relation between self and Other, between the subject and the intersubjective Mitwelt in
which subjectivity takes shape. French psychoanalysis unites this orientation with an unfa-
miliar (to many Anglophone readers) acceptance and elaboration of Freud’s economic
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model of psychic energies and their investments in mental representations. Next, I sketch
the principal issues that animated de M’Uzan’s research and discuss his important contri-
butions, attempting to place his ideas about interpretation within a larger framework. By
way of disclosure, my own thinking has been influenced by tensions between phenomen-
ological and linguistic concepts of intersubjectivity and a developmentalist perspective or,
put another way, between Winnicott and Lacan. These two men were not the most impor-
tant in de M’Uzan’s intellectual history, yet I see them as struggling with a similar paradox
of the subject as constituting at once a unique, personal, and embodied entity and a more
structurally determined, impersonal product of extrinsic factors. In de M’Uzan’s terms,
these would be called the qualitative and quantitative dimensions of human life or,
more evocatively, “comment l’esprit vient à la quantité” (Cupa 2008, 49) (how mind
comes to quantity).

To provide a truncated history, de M’Uzan, son of a Tunisian Jewish father and a Danish
mother, was born in 1921. I gather that he was attracted principally to literature but
studied medicine to earn a living. He married the distinguished literary critic Marthe
Robert in 1941, and completed a thesis on Franz Kafka that year for graduation. During
this period he also wrote and published short pieces. “I studied classical letters,” he
stated, “and found myself in a literary milieu” that had “nothing to do with medicine”
(Cupa 2008, 52). His close friends were Arthur Adamov, Roger Gillibert, and Roland
Barthes. He described spending his days at the Mazarine Library and the Cafe Flor,
fiefdom of Sartre and de Beauvoir. The controversial writer Antonin Artaud was a frequent
companion. Eventually, de M’Uzan realized the practical difficulty of pursuing a literary
vocation and was gradually drawn to the experience of psychoanalysis. He sought per-
sonal analysis with Maurice Bouvet, in part because he was “the strangest analyst in
Paris” (video interview registered at the Paris Psychoanalytic Society). Yet he continued
to write short pieces, theorizing frequently about the relationship between the psychoana-
lyst and the literary artist. A fascinating dialogue on this theme with J.-B. Pontalis, who
shared a similar dual affinity, can be found in his final collection L’inquiétude permanante
(2015). De M’Uzan was said to have worked with many writers including Georges Perec
and Marie Cardinal. In 1986, he began his association with the analyst Muriel Gagnebin,
author of two books about his work; they married in 1991.

Graduating from the Paris Institute in 1962, de M’Uzan had already made his first con-
tributions to psychoanalysis through his collaboration in the field of psychosomatics with
his friend and teacher Pierre Marty. They presented their pioneering paper on the pensée
opératoire (operational thinking) at the Congress of Romance Language Psychoanalysts in
Barcelona in 1960. In 1972, with Marty, Christian David, Michel Fain, Denise Brauschweig-
Demay, and Catherine Parat, he founded the Paris Institute of Psychosomatics. Together
they conducted regular clinical research on severely ill patients with conditions including
recto-colitis, asthma, and skin diseases. With Christian David and Serge Viderman, he
became co-director of the Revue Française de Psychanalyse from 1970 to 1980 and was
director of the Paris Psychoanalytic Institute from 1969 to 1971. The concept of the
pensée opératoire gained wide recognition. The term refers to a concrete and literal use
of thoughts, very close to the actions they describe, without personal or metaphoric
association. De M’Uzan later recognized a connection between this entity and Sifneo’s
concept of alexithymia, although based on different assumptions. Operational thinking
derives, he insisted, from an economic distribution, an “overinvestment in the factual,”
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one cut off from the libidinal dimension of psychic life by a process related to foreclosure.
This metapsychological position eventually separated him from Marty, who thought in
terms of a progressive psychic disorganization. De M’Uzan’s rejection of the notion of a
death instinct also demarcated his position from Marty’s, as set forth in 1973 at the
Second International Conference of Psychosomatics in Amsterdam.

I now turn to a discussion of Interpréter, a deserved classic of psychoanalytic literature.
After an opening aside directed to the gamesmanship of discussions in congresses and
colloquia, de M’Uzan calls for attention to the concrete conditions of interpretation in ana-
lytic “treatments.” The distinction between the French term “cure” (in the original) from its
familiar translation as “treatment” deserves comment, as justly observed by Birksted-Breen
and Flanders in their comprehensive introduction to Reading French Psychoanalysis (2010,
40). The notion of a “cure” corresponds more to an extended period of immersion in a
process than a medical intervention performed on a patient. These authors added that
the goals of analysis in France tend to be described as a progressive enhancement of
psychic activity, with greater freedom of verbal association and opening of represen-
tational pathways, rather than a resolution of transference or character change. Unlike a
“treatment,” analysis stands for an interminable but compelling and rewarding commit-
ment; in the words of Francois Roustang (1981), it “never lets go.” De M’Uzan portrayed
and advocated as a goal a permanent disturbance of the psyche and disruption of its
quest for a stable identity. L’inquiétude permanante (Permanent Dis-ease1), the title of
his last book (2015), conveys succinctly his major theme: the central place of an
ongoing destabilization of the subject in analysis by a disruption of prior investments of
psychic energies in various compromise formations. In this fundamental respect, Freud’s
economic model dominates his thinking.

To understand the connection between the practice of interpretation in psychoanalysis
and Freud’s metapsychology of psychic energies requires us to follow de M’Uzan’s highly
nuancedmanner of unfolding his argument. His style is one of asides, hesitations, cautions,
and rhetorical flourishes that address the reader indirectly and tentatively before moving
decisively to press his point. His apparently innocuous comment about word games at our
congresses, for instance, covers strong misgivings about the increasing presence there of
revised models of psychoanalysis that have put traditional notions of interpretation under
scrutiny. How can the analyst speak from a position of observation and indifference that
has come to seem logically untenable to many of us?

Elsewhere I have criticized attempts to identify and translate unconscious meanings as
inevitably open to equally plausible alternatives that may significantly inflect the analytic
process (Kirshner 2015). While recognizing the problem of making formulations and con-
structions free from the analyst’s own subjectivity (he can be “seductive, destructuring,
ineffective, and deceitful”), de M’Uzan nonetheless refers to a daily practice that “is not
always so troubling” and whose “results are not so bad,” even “for younger colleagues.”
In my reading, the negatives seriously undermine his assertion of the “good grounds for
telling ourselves that our interpretive activity rests on a relatively precise and sure
basis,” and pave the way to his more radical proposals.

1L’inquiétude might be translated as worry or apprehension, but I wanted to convey the restless, unsettled quality of the
state described.
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De M’Uzan addresses two post-Freudian revisions that support a re-evaluation of stan-
dard interpretive practice: the hermeneutic approach to finding meaning, with its arguably
arbitrary nature, and the inevitability of the analyst’s countertransferential participation in
the process. Indeed, French psychoanalysts may have recognized these perspectives
earlier than colleagues in other cultures. Hermeneutics carried a suspicious ring in Amer-
ican psychoanalysis for many years, being associated with the undetermined flow of dis-
course in a language-centred, extra-analytic model, while emphasis on the “two-person”
interaction was disparaged as a more superficial interpersonal concept. Of course, by
now, partly from trans-Atlantic influences, American analysts are comfortable with the
polysemous dimension of speech and increasingly inclined to take an intersubjective per-
spective. De M’Uzan shows familiarity with these concepts, at least in their broad contours,
yet they play a limited part in his vision of the cure. Yes, the analyst’s activity has a herme-
neutic, meaning-expanding function, especially during a preliminary phase, and his own
unconscious processes take full part in it. Yet the familiar American attention to an omni-
present countertransference that calls for self-analysis conveys a much more limited sense
of the analyst’s participation than de M’Uzan’s portrayal of the interaction. The conclusions
of Interpréter move well beyond these familiar ideas.

To further elaborate on differences, French psychoanalysis did not engage in the Amer-
ican debates between relational and ego-psychological approaches, which were so preva-
lent during my own training. Notions like strengthening the ego and the real relationship
between analyst and patient seemed naive at best to many French analysts, perhaps even
a corruption of the nature of psychoanalysis. In retrospect, the widely caricatured ten-
dency of Ego Psychologists to offer preformed interpretations, typically of oedipal
content, in an authoritative manner, may have contributed to a stasis and isolation of
American psychoanalysis and its institutions. In my view, the prevalent transformations
in analytic method in the United States and throughout the world arose as a response
to disillusionment with the ambitions of Ego Psychology and a gradual turn to varied
“two person” theories of what happens in clinical practice. In recent years, different
schools have adopted the term intersubjectivity as the signifier of this bipersonal
process generated by the encounter between two subjects and have devoted heightened
attention to the analyst’s influence. Although French psychoanalysis may be an exception
in its tendency to reject the concept of intersubjectivity as allegedly introducing an illusion
of functional symmetry between analysand and analyst, it shares the contemporary
concern with fully experiencing, taking ownership of, and using the analyst’s experience
as a necessary part of technique. Even more classically Freudian analysts like André
Green moved steadily in this revisionist direction by recognizing the importance of the
interactional field (see Green 2000). This altered perspective on analytic process raises
questions about the validity and effectiveness of traditional interpretations based on
theoretical assumptions.

Lacan, whose influence cannot be underestimated in this regard, first introduced the
term intersubjectivity before turning decisively against it, while continuing to theorize
the ongoing openness of the subject to the Other. His application of the Hegelian aphor-
ism “man’s desire is the desire of the Other” was enormously influential in highlighting the
inextricability of interacting subjects. The challenge for French analysts of differentiating a
traditional conception of psychoanalytic interaction from Lacan’s has been the substance
of ongoing debate. The volume Rives et dérives du contretransfert by Paul Denis (2010) is
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exemplary in this regard as a mainstream example of accepting, recognizing, and delimit-
ing the intersubjective field in practice. Here, Denis attacks the later comments of Lacan
that portray an impersonal, purely schematic form of transference unrelated to the pres-
ence of the specific analyst. Following the influential contributions of Michel Neyraut
(1974) and Serge Viderman (1982), Denis writes, “the countertransference is the condition
of the transference, and it is their reciprocal play that constitutes the very special articula-
tion between analyst and analysand,” but he insists on the unrelatedness of this set-up to
intersubjectivity. “The analytic cure is not an interaction, but the analysis of an interaction”
(Denis 2010, 32).

De M’Uzan moved further than Neyraut or Viderman in exploring the form of articula-
tion between analyst and analysand. Viderman’s controversial book Construction de
l’espace analytique (1982) observed that the analyst’s silences and transitions to speech,
the quantity of speech, and its content are not rational choices but occur “within the fra-
mework of a narrow relationship where emotional interferences remain extremely
intense” (Viderman 2010, 213). Like the beams of two beacons turning in opposite direc-
tions to meet periodically with dazzling brightness, the intersection of transference and
countertransference produces the most intense moments of interpretation, he wrote
(217). Yet, despite these significant revisions, Viderman, like Denis and Neyraut, upheld tra-
ditional Freudian positions on silence and the use of interpretation as the fundamental
methods of psychoanalysis, against what he saw already as a slippage towards a relational
model that places the analyst at the centre of the process. His appeal to the accumulated
analytic experience of the cure parallels de M’Uzan’s comments about the assured foun-
dation of our theories. Through this confident recourse to the successful results of practice,
we can infer the intense effort by many French analysts to revise their views on counter-
transference without losing the specificity of Freud’s discovery, especially its metapsychol-
ogy, an effort that I believe has become unwieldy over time.

We can follow the conventional wisdom about analytic interpretation in de M’Uzan’s
exposition, where I believe most colleagues would probably concur with his generic com-
ments about the functions of silence and the importance of interpreting only when the
content has come close to consciousness, as well as his caution that interventions formu-
lated in “highly secondarized language are liable to be nothing more than explanations,
information received mainly as a mark of interest.” These remarks describe features that
differentiate psychoanalytic therapeutics from other forms of dialogue, although I
believe that an excessively silent position, which stifles the interaction, can be rationalized
by the quest for the right moment to speak. As the paper advances, however, the familiar
adages recede, and we enter a more radical and original territory, marked by his presen-
tation of the “psychological chimera.” As explained by Gagnebin (2015), the chimera refers
to “a sort of new organism,” a “monster,” the product of the encounter between the
unconscious of analyst and analysand.2 Both subjects must be prepared to support
“primary regressions and depersonalizations” to approach a deep level of blurring of
boundaries, which for de M’Uzan serves as a sign of “the authenticity of the analytic cure.”

When it appears, the chimera facilitates a type of interpretation that recognizes an at
least partially shared unconscious state. The analyst’s interventions become more

2Gagnebin distinguishes his earlier concept of the chimera from Ogden’s notion of a third entity where experience of the
patient can be shared.
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spontaneous, consisting of bizarre, even absurd sayings that do not appear to serve the
communicative functions of secondary process logic yet remain somehow in resonance
with the actual situation.3 Ultimately, de M’Uzan writes, the interpretation is structured
like a joke, a symptom or a dream. To arrive at this point, “marked by the interference
of primary processes,” which he poses as the true objective of the cure, the analyst
must relinquish three fatal narcissistic temptations: to grasp content, bring forth his
own ideas, or exercise mastery (la convoitise, la ponte, la domination). Instead, he must tol-
erate the loss of a secure base of identification and a disturbing regression. In their wake
may come early memories, depersonalization, a sense of confusion, and the emergence of
a state uncomfortable to bear that derives from a reopening of the vital identitaire. This last
term denotes the genetically determined programme of unqualified energies (not sexual
or aggressive) present from birth that becomes interlaced with an early libidinal invest-
ment of the body.

The examples of de M’Uzan’s interpretations in this paper and elsewhere do not actu-
ally have this primary process quality, although they do suggest his intense presence and
involvement with his analysands. I thought I might object more to their content, not to
speak of timing and composition, from the perspective of their theoretic assumptions,
but, in general, I find his interpretations closely attuned to the state of the interaction
and the resonance of a shared experience. This “chimeric” quality does suggest the
more familiar notion of a third space within which analyst and analysand operate. To
cite one powerful example, de M’Uzan (2015) elsewhere writes of a young woman who
describes emptiness around and within her, sheltering in a bubble, waiting for the denud-
ing wind to drop. He finds himself strangely thinking, “and if I were in your throat?” Then,
at the close of the session, his analysand becomes terrified that he would let her leave. At
this point, he hears himself telling her in a small voice, “Your contours (vos contours) are in
my pocket.” The blurring of boundaries and the swings of affect (from chilling void to
terror, to a warm holding) seem palpable and one can identify with the spontaneity of
his response in these moments, which I find reminiscent of reports of unpremeditated
expressions by other experienced analysts. Of course, we don’t know how this analysand
heard his “interpretation,” or the effect of its possible sexual or seductive connotations
(which he elsewhere acknowledges) beneath the caretaking tone. I suspect that his
imagery of body containers conforms to the regressive movement of libido he endorsed
(perhaps more womb than genital).

A second example of a woman analysand offered in Interpréter seems rather different.
First, de M’Uzan supports her perception that, unable to find anything to say, she was
“defending herself,” and then, in response to her confused set of thoughts, interprets
that she was “breaking her thoughts up into pieces.” After a silence, she speaks of her
recent acceptance of herself as a woman and how she could see herself in the mirror
with her hair “gathered together” like her mother’s without “being horrified.” He observes
that hair has been brought back together like her thoughts, which he counts as an effect of
a slight economic modification already underway, perhaps permitting her to invest in the
image of herself as a woman. In his vignette, de M’Uzan appears more like an observer, if a
very present one, and he plays with the words “bringing together” to link a symbol of
sexual identity with her difficulty speaking her thoughts. Possibly his economic orientation

3De M’Uzan quotes a poem by Artaud resembling infantile babbling as an example (2015).
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towards the distribution of investments in representations influenced this choice of inter-
vention, rather than one directed towards the horror of resembling her mother—a more
object-relational interpretive approach. There could be others, of course. The appealing
word play remains important in contemporary technique and it convinced me, with reser-
vations (like most interpretive efforts).

How well do de M’Uzan’s compelling examples illustrate his metapsychological theory
of analytic practice? He insists that an interpretation should not be offered “without having
first provoked an economic reorganization of the systems Cs./Pcs., that is to say without
having modified the status and operational regime of energy.” In place of Strachey’s
well-known dictum of awaiting the point of urgency to interpret, he suggests the term con-
dition of possibility, which “defines the moment of an economic upheaval,” a point of
rupture with the possible consequence of an unstoppable “unfurling of energy.” What
seems most striking to me about his formulation, however, comes in the next sentence
in which he introduces the analyst to the upheaval: “Interpretive activity cannot
develop fully unless the analyst himself is endowed with functional characteristics corre-
sponding potentially to the modulations of the economic status of his patient,” including
“limited experiences of depersonalization, and a freedom of access to primary identifi-
cation.” The last term introduces us to the ineffable process of the origins of the
subject, which became the touchstone of de M’Uzan’s metapsychological speculations.

De M’Uzan’s final work, L’inquiétude permanante (2015), provides greater detail about
the reorganization (or perhaps permanent subversion) of identity that he sees at the
core of analytic work. Like early Freud, whom he significantly reinterprets, de M’Uzan
offers a model of subjective origins based on a foundational conflict or “negotiation”
between a quantitative, vital (biological) force, analogous to the self-preservative instinct,
and the intrusion of a qualitative, personalized libido. He even speculates onmitochondrial
energies that might activate the thrust into life of the newborn creature. Here, he departs
widely from Freud by endorsing Laplanche’s major hypothesis of an external source of the
sexual drive via primal seduction by a maternal unconscious and its enigmatic messages,
rather than an innate libido. The intrusion or permeation of the initial vital identitaire by the
Other brings about a rupture creating the subject as an uneasy balance between the life
forces and the libidinal drives. It is this balance that governs the distribution of energies in
the psychic economy, he writes, and it is here that analytic “interpretation” (of a very par-
ticular kind) carries the potential to transform the boundaries of self and non-self. When
this situation occurs, the analysand (and the analyst as well, I infer) can experience a sai-
sissement, a sudden sense of capture by the basic psychic forces in play.

De M’Uzan’s paradox of a primal, foundational split in the nascent subject between
inner and outer dimensions of experience, a “heteroaffection,” even before there is
actual experience, resembles the ideas of Derrida and Deleuze. They hypothesized a sim-
ultaneous impingement on the nascent subject by both an outside stimulus and a self-
generated one in the ontology of the subject. The subject comes to be as a result of
being affected, which comes down to encounters with otherness and with itself as
other (see Malabou 2013, for a review of these ideas). These philosophers present their
hypotheses without recourse to a model of psychic energies, relying more on the logic
of phenomenology (at an experiential level) than biology. Freud’s adoption of a model
of energy from physics to explain the psyche, while appealing to the sense of internal
forces at work, did not provide a scientific basis for his theory of the mind, any more
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than a psycho-hydraulics of overflow and fluctuating pressures could. As I noted earlier,
psychic energy is a metaphor for how human beings operate (by making “investments,”
releasing emotions, pursuing actions, and so forth), not an explanation. We don’t know
how motivation, engagement, and affective expression in people work, and psychoanaly-
tic attempts to theorize their mechanisms have serious problems when they cross the line
into science. Moreover, I believe that the French (and many others’) loyalty to Freud in this
respect has been doubly damaging for psychoanalysis. Psycho-energetics advances an
erroneous theory that alienates other disciplines, and, perhaps more significantly, it
encourages analysts to think in impersonal terms of quantity, rather than meaning,
feeling, and experience.

To be sure, de M’Uzan’s notion of quantity speaks to an intuitive truth about the mind–
brain relationship. Something brings about actions or desires or “object relations” (a
concept deconstructed by him), not to speak of sexual perversions. Psychoanalysis,
however, appears unlikely to explain these features of human behaviour, although it cer-
tainly sensitizes us to their operation in our patients. The psychological concepts analysts
write about are intended to specify what we observe in clinical experience and form the
basis of our practice, but they are extremely abstract formulations, not names for objects
that can be studied. That said, if the economic language of forces we have inherited from
Freud amounts to an extended metaphor, to what exactly in human behaviour does the
model refer? What are drives and cathexes a metaphor for? My response focuses on the
concept of intersubjectivity, the ways in which the birth of the individual and the entire
course of his life depend on his embeddedness in the world of other subjects.

I define intersubjectivity broadly as the context in which individual subjects are created
and interact. Intersubjectivity is inherent in human life in the sense that we dwell in a social
world that includes language, shared symbols, and communication of affects. While each
discipline presents its own approach to intersubjectivity, as I have tried to show elsewhere
(Kirshner 2017), I follow Litowitz (2014) in taking a semiotic perspective. This means that all
experience of the body, of core emotion, of other people, and of events depends on an
exchange of signs to become mentalized and expressed at the human level. Because of
the transactional origins of self (“man’s desire is the desire of the Other”), the subject
cannot simply be opposed to the intersubjective; they are confounded from birth.

Let me pause to address the prevalent rejection of intersubjectivity by many French
analysts. I understand the concern that a purely relational psychoanalysis and a so-
called postmodern, “anything goes” approach could neglect the unconscious conflicts,
wishes, and fantasies that the analysand brings to the cure, in favour of an exclusively
here and now, co-constructed model. Kahn’s (2018) recent sweeping critique of North
American revisionism cogently raises a number of difficulties about the weaknesses and
contradictions of current theories that reject Freud’s energetic model of the drives, the
dark vision of the Beyond the Pleasure Principle, therapeutic abstinence, and infantile
sexuality as explanations for psychic life in favour of some form of negotiated agreement
or intersubjectivity. If we turn her question around, however, I doubt that we could rein-
vent a Freudian metapsychology that would persuade many readers. The classic Topo-
graphic, Structural, Economic, Dynamic, and Genetic models might conceivably help
students to think about important aspects of life and practice, albeit in an awkward
language (the French is fortunately free of Strachey’s invented translations of Freud’s
terms). Their importance for me derives from their attention to often ignored qualitative
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and phenomenological dimensions of human experience like the omnipresence of conflict
and mixed feelings, the unconscious sources of thought, and irrational self-judgement and
guilt to name a few. Moreover, the metapsychological essays carry much of the history of
the discipline, along with Freud’s clinical insights.

The term intersubjectivity, on the other hand, originated outside psychoanalysis, in phil-
osophy and infant research, although by now it has been adopted by the major schools. Of
these, perhaps only Stolorow, Brandschaft, and Atwood (1987) might reject the traditional
application of concepts of unconscious processes, motivations, resistances, and conflicts
to clinical practice. As I understand them, however, these authors were concerned to
avoid labels that objectify the analysand, like a medical model of diagnosing what is
wrong, not to dispense with the experiential basis of these terms. Who would challenge
de M’Uzan’s impression in his cases of dealing with a fragmenting self and confusion
about inner and outer reality? Likewise, we don’t doubt his claim to full participation in
the analytic interaction, even within the intrinsic and pervasive asymmetry of the situation.
It would be illogical to maintain that attending to the palpable influence of the analyst on
the process of the cure implies an equality of roles. Analyst and analysand bring different
agendas, expectations, wishes, and responsibilities to the encounter, although they can be
gripped in a parallel fashion (saisissement) in the moment of intense exchanges.

To return to the first vignette of the young woman cited above, what psychoanalyst
worthy of the name would not be powerfully affected by the fear, desperation, and
longing she expressed in her condensed and poetic manner? Her words and affects
evoke multiple associations: to literary antecedents of her predicament, familiar models
of helplessness and rescue, sexual fantasies, a therapeutic desire to care for a suffering
other, and images of an abandoned young child. From a semiotic perspective, the intensity
of her appeal suggests the power of iconic and index signs to communicate closeness or
oneness, perhaps included in de M’Uzan’s odd interpretant4 response of thinking of being
in her throat. Then, he finds another way to express what he reports as an amalgam of
desire, narcissism, therapeutic aims, and shared mix-up in a similar but less suggestive
“interpretation” about keeping her contours intact in his pocket. He remains indisputably
with her, struggling with some restraint to maintain a fragile connection in a succinct,
ambiguous interpretation. His vignette dramatizes the liveliness and depth of a psycho-
analytic process between two subjects, not an object relation or a quantitative discharge
of energies. On the other hand, although he might agree that his almost palpable counter-
transference stands out in this sequence, we don’t know to what extent it was taken up in
what followed. My sense is that de M’Uzan would have been comfortable inviting and
learning from his analysand’s perceptions and feelings about his comment. If so, he
might merit inclusion in the diverse camp of the intersubjectivists.

In this discussion, I have tried to explain my differences and affinities with Michel de
M’Uzan and the metapsychology he endorses. The Freudian metaphors can bring out
the powerful force of fears and desires, the tendency to repeat roles and patterns of inter-
action, and the unconscious quality of most of our mental and behavioural lives. These fea-
tures belong to the phenomenology of human experience to which psychoanalysis has
sensitized us. While “explanatory” theories like the five metapsychological models may
inspire applications to other fields, even to neuroscience research, I argue that they

4I use Peirce’s term interpretant for the reaction to reception of a sign.
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bring the risk of turning the analyst into a pseudo-investigator, out of touch with his own
involvements and judgements that influence what he hears and how he responds. De
M’Uzan demonstrates how a talented analyst can be fully present and yet separate as
he remains open to disquieting and threatening experiences in the heat of the shared ana-
lytic space. Giving up the metapsychology may leave us less confident andmore lost in the
flow of such material, but the yield and satisfactions may be correspondingly enhanced.
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